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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESDIGITAL GUIDELINES INTRODUCTION

Our goal is to empower web 
designers, developers and content 
authors of all skill levels to create, 
maintain and manage high-quality 
websites.

The Monash University stacked 
logo should be used on all 
websites. Please refer to our 
section on Core elements: our logo 
(page11) for guidance as to which 
logo is suitable for your audience.

The ‘M’ device is the hero element 
on our website and should feature 
on banner images as a stand out 
graphic or mark. However, it should 
be used sparingly.

For any assistance on digital 
application, please contact  
smc-requests@monash.edu  
or call 9903 4443.

Website

Banners
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESTYPOGRAPHY – DESKTOP

Arial is our system typeface. It’s used 
for internal documents such as letters, 
memos and PowerPoint presentations. 
As a system font it means that no 
matter what computer or device you’re 
using, when you talk on behalf of 
Monash University your messages will 
be consistent in look and feel. Monash 
typefaces should never be replaced 
by any other fonts, and care should 
be taken to change over default fonts 
before finalising your work, presentation 
or communication. 

Roboto is used in the online space 
to ensure stylistic consistency across 
different operating systems.

For further information on typography, 
refer to page 19.

BANNER HEADING
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 4.7em (75px)

BANNER SUBTEXT
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 2.65em (42.5px)

H2 INTRO HEADING
Font: Century Schoolbook Regular
Size: 2.625em (42px)

INTRO TEXT
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 1.5em (24px)

H2 FEATURED BOX HEADING
Font: Century Schoolbook Regular
Size: 1.5em (24px)

BODY TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 1em (16px)

BUTTON LINK TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 1em (16px)

LINK TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 1em (16px)

FOOTER LINKS
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 0.8125em (13px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER...

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESTYPOGRAPHY – MOBILE

BANNER HEADING
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 2em (32px)

BANNER SUBTEXT
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 0.9375em (15px)

H2 INTRO HEADING
Font: Century Schoolbook Regular
Size: 1.5em (24px)

INTRO TEXT
Font: Roboto Condensed Regular
Size: 1.125em (18px)

H2 FEATURED BOX HEADING
Font: Century Schoolbook Regular
Size: 1.3125em (21px)

BODY TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 0.9375em (15px)

BUTTON LINK TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 1em (16px)

LINK TEXT
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 0.9375em (15px)

FOOTER LINKS
Font: Helvetica Neue Regular
Size: 0.75em (12px)

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

THE QUICK BROWN FOX JUMPS OVER...

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog

The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESDIGITAL GUIDELINES – COLOUR PALETTE

Primary colour palette – Web accessible HEX (WCAG AA)Primary colour palette

HEX colours (web only)HEX colours (web only)

BLUEWHITE

REDGREY

PURPLEMONASH BLUE

ORANGEGREY

FUCHSIABLACK

UMBER

RUBYGREY

OLIVE

GREEN

#00739d#FFFFFF

#df0021#505050

#6f64a9#006DAE

#c33603#F6F6F6

#c90095#000000

#795548

#006f29

#c800d9#3c3c3c

#616d3a

In accordance with the Web Content Accessibility Guide (WCAG) AA standards, the 
below secondary colours have been approved to use online with white text overlay.

The primay colour palette is preferred. The use of greys (tints of black) are welcomed.
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESBANNERS – PARALLAX (HOMEPAGE)

Supplied file specification
BANNER .JPG (<200KB)
MONASH M .PNG (8bit/24bit)

The Monash M is a separate image (.PNG – 8bit/24bit) that is uploaded  
in addition to the banner into Matrix (CMS). 

Please note that the larger the file, the slower the page load time will be.  
Block colours or semi-transparent works best. 

977px

277px

139px

188px

150px

2194px

276px 100px 894px

55px

169px

236px 688px

H1

H2
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESBANNERS – STATIC (LANDING PAGE)

550px

139px

188px

2194px

276px 100px 894px

55px

169px

236px 688px

H1

H2

Supplied file specification
.JPG (<200KB)
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESBANNERS – MICRO

1300px

160px

Supplied file specification
.JPG (<200KB)
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESFEATURE ITEMS

FEATURE BOX

Supplied file specification
.JPG (<100KB)

Lorem ipsum dolor sit  
amet eratis esteque

Atempore por sit, que doluptae voluptum 
ut ma sum entiae.

690px

435px

Find out more

PROMO BOX (RHS FEATURE BOX)

Lorem ipsum dolor sit  
amet eratis esteque

Atempore por sit, que doluptae voluptum 
ut ma sum entiae.

320px

180px

Supplied file specification
.JPG (<100KB)

NEWS THUMBNAIL

Lorem ipsum dolor sit  
amet eratis esteque

Atempore por sit, que doluptae voluptum 
ut ma sum entiae. Itat maio maiost, sus 
aped mi, que sim nonsequi berchit duntur 
rest, sit inctem con parchit ioreptatius, 
coribus reperuptate simagni omnis non 
nonsequis earuptature sum.

RESEARCH

555px

350px

Supplied file specification
.JPG (<100KB)
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESBUTTONS

Hover state – 
underlined text
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MONASH 
DIGITAL 
GUIDELINESSOCIAL MEDIA

Monash supports the use of social 
media by academic and professional 
staff for work-related purposes.  
We also support the creation and 
management of social media content 
and accounts by University faculties, 
departments, schools, research centres 
and institutes. 

If you have any questions regarding 
social media or if you need support to 
establish a new social media account 
or register an existing account, please 
contact smc-requests@monash.edu.

enquiries through these channels. 
SMC does not manage nor necessarily 
endorse the content or channels hosted 
by other University departments, 
faculties, schools or institutes. The 
management of these social media 
channels is the responsibility of the 
relevant business area, and each 
account must have a senior staff 
member, such as head of school,  
dean or faculty manager, as the 
account ‘owner’ with appropriate 
administrator delegation. 

SMC can provide support, insights  
and management tools to ensure best-
practice management of all Monash 
social media accounts. We can also 

The Monash brand and social media

It’s important that our social media 
accounts support and enhance the 
Monash brand. Social media is rapidly 
evolving, so it’s crucial that social 
media account managers are agile and 
engaged to ensure their pages are kept 
up to date to reflect our current brand, 
messaging and campaigns. 

We recommend that all Monash social 
media pages are regularly updated and 
imagery refreshed at least quarterly.

Social media community 

SMC manages the University’s top-level 
corporate social media accounts, which 
include but are not limited to: LinkedIn, 
Tumblr, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
Snapchat, Youtube. 

We use these accounts to keep our 
wide-ranging audience informed 
and engaged – including future 
students, current students, alumni, 
external stakeholders and the general 
community.

SMC is responsible for all the content 
and imagery published on these 
corporate pages, as well as managing 

assist with the issuing of brand imagery 
and assets to enhance the look and feel 
of social media accounts and to ensure 
consistency across our increasing 
digital presence.

Social media imagery

A strong visual identifier or profile 
picture is essential on social media. 
For this reason, we have adapted 
the Monash logo to use the shield on 
its own across our corporate social 
accounts. This is the only instance 
where it is appropriate to use the shield 
without the Monash University text 
lockup. The Monash Facebook page  
is one example of this:
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MONASH 
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If you would like to find out more  
about using the Monash shield in  
social media accounts, please contact  
smc-requests@monash.edu. Please 
note that, to be eligible to display the 
shield your social media account must 
be registered with Strategic Marketing  
and Communications. 

Registering your account 

To establish an approved Monash  
social media account:

1.  Prior to signing up or creating  
your account, please contact  
smc-requests@monash.edu. 

2.  SMC’s social media experts will 
provide you with advice on account 
development, management and 
maintenance to ensure the account 
can be effectively resourced, 
managed and maintained.

3.  Once approved, you’ll be able to 
access our branded imagery and 
assets, including the Monash shield 
for use as a profile image.

Banner images

The general brand guidelines for 
selecting imagery apply when selecting 
images for use in the banners or ‘cover’ 
image of your social media accounts. 

SMC can also assist in sourcing and 
creating an ‘on-brand’ image for your 
banner – please submit a brief to  
smc-requests@monash.edu.

Further information about image 
collection and capture, approvals, 
copyright and publication can be found 
on pages 30-33 of this guide. 

4.  Your account’s banner or cover 
image can be selected or supplied 
by SMC. Each banner image should 
reflect your portfolio’s key attributes 
or areas of work, and should also  
be relevant for the audience and  
the platform. 

5.  Banners should be updated regularly 
with a maximum shelf-life of three 
months. Requests for updated 
banner designs should be done  
at least 14 days prior to use via  
smc-requests@monash.edu.

6.  Once your social media presence 
has been approved and established, 
you’ll need to edit the ‘about us’ 
section to reflect the messaging 
that your account is independently 
managed and maintained by the 
department/faculty.




